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         Kerala can be described as India’s cultural capital. The Indian Institute of Space Science 

and Technology is located in the soil of this land of God. We the young scientists of Kumari 

Arivial Peravai never expected to step into this land one day or the other. The Indian Institute 

of Space Science and Technology (IIST) is a government-aided institute and deemed university 

for the study and research of space science, located at Valiamala, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. 

It is the first university in Asia to be solely dedicated to the study and research of outer space. It 

was inaugurated on 14 September 2007 by G. Madhavan Nair, the then Chairman of ISRO. IIST 

was set up by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) under the Department of 

Space, Government of India. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, former President of India, was the Chancellor 

of IIST. IIST offers regular engineering undergraduate, postgraduate and doctorate programmes 

with focus on space science, technology and applications. It gains much more importance as it 

is located in the capital of Kerala – Trivandrum.  

             Thiruvananthapuram, formerly known as Trivandrum, is the capital city of the Indian 

state of Kerala. It is the largest and the most populous city corporation in Kerala and the fifth 

largest urban agglomeration in Kerala. It is on the west coast of India near the extreme south of 

the mainland. Referred to by Mahatma Gandhi as the "evergreen city of India", it is 

characterized by its undulating terrain of low coastal hills and busy commercial alleys. With a 

population of 957,730 inhabitants, it is the largest city corporation in 

Kerala. Thiruvananthapuram contributes nearly 80% of the state's software exports and is a 

major IT hub. 

                   This opportunity given to us by KAP can be described as the greatest of the great. 

This programme has developed us to shape our self in all the forms like wisdom, personality 

etc. As part of schooling the young scientists for the future generation, KAP had conducted a 



training programme on Natural Resources Monitoring through Satellite Technology. It was a 

dream come true to visit an institute like IIST at our younger age. With all preparation and 

curiosity about the programme I arrived at Marthandam (Opposite to NMC College) to board 

on to the bus. Most of the young scientists had already arrived at the instructed site. Shri. 

Mullanchery M. Velaian (Organizer – Kumari Arivial Peravai), Shri. Johnson (Administrative 

Officer – VPRO Technologies, Marthandam),Shri. John Rabikumar (ISRO Propulsion Complex, 

Mahendragiri) and Shri. Edwin Sam (Social Scientist) were some of the dignitaries who 

accompanied us. As soon as the clock ticked 7.00 am, the bus which would take us to IIST had 

arrived at Marthandam. Over 10 young scientists had already boarded the bus from Nagercoil 

under the guidance of Shri. Balakrishnan (Coordinator, Evans Matric School, Nagercoil). We 

were all seated in the respective seats. The bus had a very good atmosphere. As instructed by 

the officials, the leaders of the respective teams took the list of attendants. I was happy to 

know that all the young scientists of my team had been present for the meeting. The leaders 

were also ordered to collect the fare that the young scientists had bought for paying up the 

travel fees. 

                 Thiru. Johnson was always there to energize us. Shri. John Rabikumar and Shri. 

Velaian questioned us about the institute that we are going to visit. They stated that, the IIST is 

an institute similar to IIT, where the students are educated about space science and 

technologies. The volunteers of KAP had shared a lot of information with us throughout the 

journey. Shri. Balakrishnan had provided some notes about Tamil letters. 

         The Thanjavur Brihadeshwara Temple is of soaring height of about 216 feet. The 

Brihadeshwara lingam is about 12 feet. There are a total of 12 Uyir alphabets in Tamil 

literature. The sivalingam Peedam is of 18 feet and the letters in Meyalphabets are 18. The 

distance from the lingam and Nandi is about 247 feet. The total letters in Tamil Literature is 

247. These statistics given by him denoted the ancient architectural knowledge of the people. 

            Most of us had the sickness of travelling long distance in the bus as nearly everyone had 

vomited. But still they kept themselves energetic as they had an opportunity to greet the 

scientists at IIST. We had reached the city of Trivandrum after going through the rushy traffic. 

Er. L. Muthu (Dy.Director,LPSC/ISRO, Valiamala) entered into the bus from the city of 

Trivandrum. He was the part of ISRO, since the first launch of SLV lll. He led us to the institution 

as the road was unfamiliar to us. The road went up a hill and soon we reached the gate. The 

entire region was covered with forest which was earlier very dense. I took out the selection list 

and the request letter and went towards the gate along with Shri. Velaian and handed it over to 

the security guards. There were thick protections around this institution. There were tarred 

roads in the entire institute.  



                       We ate the breakfast that we had brought from our house. We got back into the 

bus and moved towards the main block. This institute is located in a vast stretch of land. We all 

were frozen to see its architectural beauty. We were received with great honor. We also saw a 

reservoir inside the institute complex. There were deep forests surrounding it. We were taken 

into the seminar hall by the scientists. Shri. Velaian introduced the special guest to us – Dr. 

Sudeesh (Associate Professor, Department of Physics). The hall was long and had a pleasant 

atmosphere. As per my duty, I gave a brief view about this institution and then handed over the 

mike to Dr. Sudeesh who took an interesting seminar on Physics Animations. 

          Computers play a pivot role in our day to day life. They have made our job easier. They 

have laid their signature in the field of research. Earlier people struggled with the mathematical 

and other scientific problems and calculation. It took a vast time period to find out the answer 

for certain type of problems. After the invention and introduction of computers, they made 

such difficulties easier. Animations which could be easily made out through processing had 

helped humans to study about a factor without any trouble. They had simplified our life. 

Research is the most important part of a work. Computers have helped us to increase the 

interest of us to do more researches. The olden traditions made people to use pen/pencil and 

paper to carry out calculation. Now the work that we do can be noted down in the computers. 

Simplified versions of computer like the smart phones, tablets dominate the market today. 

There were a lot of theoretical researchers during the ancient time. It was then changed into 

experimental after the implementation of computers.  

                   One of the most famous Indian Experimental researcher was Sir.C.V.Raman.  
Dr.J.C.Bose excelled in the field of Theoretical research. Experimental researches consume a lot 
of time to get accomplished. Computers help a lot in analyzing and calculating the data 
obtained by both experimental and theoretical research. He conversed few words on quantum 
mechanics. Quantum mechanics is the science of the very small: the body of scientific 
principles that explains the behavior of matter and its interactions with energy on 
the scale of atoms and subatomic particles. Scientists are figuring out the ways to develop a 
quantum mechanics computer which even have the ability to crack and figure out the bank 
passwords etc. Computers calculate and give the answer to a problem within few seconds or 
minutes. Computers play a great role in the field of physics. He stressed that all the people 
must know to learn two important things in the computer. They are: 

 Plotting  

 Analyzing 
He explained some of the areas of physics, mainly: 

 Mechanics 
 Fluid Mechanics 
 Oscillation and Waves 
 Thermodynamics 
 Electricity and Magnetism 



 Optics 
 Modern Physics 
 Astronomy and Astrophysics 

                 He stated the three laws of motion by Isaac Newton: 
Newton's laws of motion are three physical laws that, together, laid the foundation for classical 
mechanics. They describe the relationship between a body and the forces acting upon it, and 
its motion in response to those forces. They have been expressed in several different ways, 
over nearly three centuries, and can be summarized as follows. 

First  

law: 

When viewed in an inertial reference frame, an object either remains at rest or continues to 

move at a constant velocity, unless acted upon by an external force. 

Second 

law: 
The vector sum of the external forces F on an object is equal to the mass m of that object 

multiplied by the acceleration vector a of the object: F = ma. 

Third 

law: 
When one body exerts a force on a second body, the second body simultaneously exerts a 

force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction on the first body. 

        He explained each term in regards with computer animation and an example: 

i. Motion with Constant Acceleration: 

                       A substance can be said to be in motion if it changes its direction with respect to 

its surroundings. Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity of a substance. The velocity of a 

substance has a direct relationship with acceleration. The velocity of a moving car can be as 

same as its speed. He explained this factor with an example along with animations. 

    A car is at an initial point 0. Its acceleration is constant. The speed is about 5km/h. He 

demonstrated the graph of this problem: 



 

          He named the Straight Line Equation at a constant slope- 

                                                                                                            y = mx+b 
 
 
If the acceleration is 0, then the speed is constant. He named the programming language that 
was used to create this physics animation i.e. Java. When the acceleration is 0, then Velocity is 
0, Speed = 0 and Position is 0. When there is a change in speed there may be a change in 
position.  

ii. Motion 

                              Elevation above the ground or a recognized level is termed as height. An object 

thrown vertically above reaches the maximum height when it is thrown at an angle of 90˚. An 

object covers maximum distance in a horizontal path when it is thrown at an angle of 45˚. The 

object uses a parabolic path for its movement. Although the velocity of the throw is same at 

different angles, more distance is obtained only at 45˚.  

Height of the object at respective angles: 

 An object reaches an average height of .637 m, when thrown at 45˚ along with a speed 

of 5m/s. 

 The object scales a height of .748 m, when thrown at an angle of 50˚ (5m/s). 

 When the object is thrown at 70˚, it covers about 1.13 m (5m/s).  

 The body reaches a height of 1.27 m, when thrown at 90˚ (5m/s). 
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Horizontal distance covered by the body at respective angles: 
 The distance covered by the body when thrown at an angle of 50˚ is about 2.51 m.  
 At 47˚, the body moves 2.54 m. 
 45˚ = 2.55 m. 

               As the angle level decreased from 50˚ to 45˚, the distance covered increased from 2.51 
m to 2.55 m. 

 42˚ = 2.53 m. 
 40˚ = 2.51 m. 
 20˚ = 1.64 m. 
 0˚ = 0 m.  

                 As the angle level decreased from 42˚ to 0˚, the distance covered also reduced from 
2.53 m to 0 m. The speed level used here 5m/s. 
             If there is an increase in the speed in which the object is thrown, there is an increase in 
the height as well as the horizontal distance covered by the object. The observations when the 
speed is 10 m/s and angle is 45˚: 

 Height = 2.55 m 
 Horizontal Distance = 10.2 m 

When the angle is 45˚ and speed is 1 m/s: 
o Height = 0.0255 m 
o Horizontal Distance = 0.102 m 

Time Dilation was the next concept that he discussed after giving us a brief scanned report on 
Motion. 
           Light is the fastest moving particle in the universe. It travels at a speed of 3×10

8
 m/s. The 

fastest human foot speed on record is 44.64 km/h (12.4 m/s or 27 mph), seen during a 100 
meters sprint (average speed between the 60th and the 80th meter) by Usain Bolt. In 
the theory of relativity, time dilation is a difference of elapsed time between two events as 
measured by observers either moving relative to each other or differently situated from 
a gravitational mass or masses. 

An accurate clock at rest with respect to one observer may be measured to tick at a different 

rate when compared to a second observer's own equally accurate clock. This effect arises 

neither from technical aspects of the clocks nor from the fact that signals need time to 

propagate, but from the nature of space-time itself. It may be possible that even the age group 

changes when there is a time dilation. The clock may point out 6:15 in the Earth whereas it may 

be 3:45. This is due to time dilation. Time depends directly upon speed. These words uttered by 

him gave us a brief overview on physics and its branches. We could understand it in a better 

way, as it was explained with animations. Thus animation plays a very important role in physics. 

Siddharth of Maroon team was assigned to deliver the feedback. He went across the entire 
facts that Dr. Sudeesh had explained. After thanking Dr. Sudeesh who had conveyed his 
knowledge to us, we were served with tea. We assembled back in the hall where we were 
divided into three groups. Dr. Jinesh (Associate Professor, Department of Physics) named the 
three physics laboratories in this institute: 

 Solid State Technology 



 Atomic and Molecular Physics 

 Adaptive Optics 
       The first group which comprises of the yellow team and half of the red team accompanied 
Dr. Jinesh to the Solid State Technology Lab. As the name suggests, solid technologies are 
developed here. This lab deals with the development of three major equipments: 

o Solar Cells 
o Transistors 
o Memory 

Dr. Jinesh gave details about each technology that are used and developed here. 

        The solar cells are considered to be the future energy sources. They do not cause pollution 

and can be useful in reducing the percentage of green house gases in the atmosphere, thus 

reducing the average temperature of the Earth.  

Transistors are kind of high frequency switch in the mobile phones. The small pixels which 

resemble small square present in Television are made out of these transistors. The color in the 

Television changes according to the command given by the transistors. Every pixels component 

is made of light. Behind every pixel there is a transistor. There are millions of transistors present 

in the television which creates and governs the pixels. The transistor application is widely used 

in mobile phones and television. 

              Some of the most common memory devices are USB, Pen drive, hard disk CD’s, DVD’s 

etc. They are made of small transistors which has a high storage capacity. About 10 years ago, 

the memory devices were larger in size but weaker in storage. The present technology has 

made it very much compatible. The memory devices are small with large storage. Reduction in 

the size of transistors had enlarged the storage facilities in the memory devices.  

It was a great opportunity and experience for us to study about the Scanning Tunneling 

Microscope (STM) which can be used to see the smallest particle in the universe – the atom. In 

Kerala, this microscope can be found only in this institute and the Kerala University. Two 

scientists of International Business Machine (IBM), Binning and Rohrer were awarded with the 

Noble Prize for inventing this microscope. Dr. Jinesh then explained the working of this 

instrument. 

               According to the Quantum Theory stated by Stephen Hawkins, small particle like the 
electrons do not act like a particle, but as a wave. This microscope utilizes the charge disposed 
by the wave of the particles.  
Scanning: 
                            The microscope consists of a small pointed tip, made of platinum as it is a very 
good conductor of heat and electricity.  It is brought near to the surface of a substance which 
consists of atoms. The platinum rod is filled with negative charge as one of its ends is connected 
to the negative terminal of a cell. The surface is filled with positive energy as one of its ends is 
connected to the positive terminal of a cell.  
Tunneling: 



                              The negatively charged electrons get attracted to the positively charged 
particle. Although the platinum point never touches the surface, few electrons jumps out in the 
form of waves and get attracted to the positively charged particle as the unlike charges attract 
each other.  
Machine: 
                       The instrument is greatly affected with sound vibrations. A clear reading can be 
obtained only when there are no much sound vibrations. To reduce the effect of vibrations, this 
microscope is kept above a thick layer of sponge as it has the capability of absorbing the 
vibrations. He demonstrated how this microscope works. A small Graphene layer was present in 
the microscope. The platinum point was brought close to the surface. It moved from one 
direction to the other. The working of this machine was well monitored with the help of a 
computer. A scanned orange image appeared on the monitor of the computer. We could not 
see a proper image of the atoms as it was disturbed by vibrations produced by the noisy 
atmosphere. He displayed the image of the atoms of polymer. 

          The scale used in the scanning technique is about twenty nano meter. 

1 nm = 1e-9 m 

20 nm = 2e-8 m 

                    The study at this lab was truly interesting as we were able to study one of the rarest 
and highly mechanized instruments – the STM. Moreover it gave us a clear overview on solid 
technologies like the transistors, memory cards etc. Jasim Farvin Fize Mohammad (leader of 
the yellow team) delivered the feedback and I was awarded with a chance to thank him. Half of 
the yellow team appreciated him with a rose flower.  
The other staffs and faculties of this lab were: 

 Mrs. Resmi (Project Scientist) 
 Mr. Nandan (Project Student) 
 Mr. Rajkrishnan (Project Student) 
 Miss. Sheena (Project Student) 
 Mrs. Anu Lekshmi (Lab Tutor)  

 

 

Dr. Umesh (Associate Professor, Department of Physics) was waiting for us to motivate us with 

his words. He gave an address on Scientific Thinking. His appearance made him look like a 



genius. But surely he was a genius. All the words that he uttered were just like golden letters 

scribbled in stones. The first question that he asked us was our age. Most of us were aged 

between 13 and 14. We were puzzled when he told his age. 

10,000,000,000 (10 Billion) 

         He stated that the Earth began about 10 billion years before. So the age group of the living 

creatures is above 10 billion. The smallest particles, Atoms were formed billions of years back. 

He enquired the young scientists the difference between animals and humans. Most of us said 

the fact that humans have the ability to think and are intelligent. But he attacked this point by 

saying that horse and dogs are as intelligent as humans. The answer came off from his mouth: 

 Size 

 We do research, but animals don’t. 

                  We humans try to find the answer for certain questions. We enquire about 

everything. Animal never tries to find the reason for the questions that are raised before them. 

Humans have an attitude of curiosity. A good human is filled with curiosity. He emphasized a 

proverb – 

“A good question is better than a good answer” 

                   He made our brain fill with blood by giving certain tasks. He gave a statement and asked us to 

question it. The statement that he presented was –“A vada (snack) in a plate”.  

Most of us raised question like: 

 Why this snack does has a hole? 

 Why is the vada brown? 

 Why did you put it in the plate? 

                          He moved on to his next experiment with a laser pointer. He cautioned us about 
the effects laser. Some can even cause skin burns. Pointing the laser at the eyes can cause 
blindness and also damages the head. He pointed the laser at a wall and questioned the things 
that we observe.  
                   What we saw was just a small red dot. Now he pointed the laser at a window and 

asked our observation. We were collapsed to see three red spots. 

1. There was a red spot on the glass plane 

2. A red spot was spotted at the outer side of the glass plane 

3. There was a spot to the inner side of the red spot 

There was a red spot on the outer side as the glass plane is transparent. There was a red spot to 

the inner side of the glass plane as few light rays were reflected. He inquired us about the 

brightest spot. We answered that the inner was brightest. But he stood firm on his point that 



the outer was the brightest. Since the light rays of the Sun were brighter, the naked eye could 

not capture the full intensity of the outer light.  

       His third experiment. He took one of his long hair and kept it in front of the laser beam. He 
then focused it to a wall. We were totally confused by physics that took place here. The light 
rays breaks vertically. He stated that his hair was magical. As per the request of the young 
scientists, he tried this magic with Jayamalathy’s hair. What did we observe? Again the line 
broke proving that her hair was magical too. Although there was a break in the light, the 
pattern of the laser light also changed. Padmaja of Maroon team received a special 
appreciation when she queried the reason why the line broke vertically when the hair was kept 
horizontal.  
                  He used a paper, pin and a laser beam for the fourth experiment. He used the pin to 
put a hole in the paper and passed the light rays through it. The red spot shrinked to a small 
spot as the light rays pass only through the hole. He then covered the light beam with a 
kerchief. Vertical and Horizontal lines were observed in the red spot. He answered to all the 
doubts and questions that we arose.      
          He highlighted the statement that a very good detective is a very good scientist. He/ She 

keeps on asking questions. A good cook is also a good scientist. He/ She find an appropriate 

amount in which the ingredients must be added to the food item. 

A good scientist   

 

 

    He instructed us to think about the class room and ask questions related to it. Most of us 

asked about its appearance, friends, teachers, books and so on. “One must have the desire to 

learn and understand new things. Curiosity will lead him/ her to the sweet door of success” – 

he quoted. Just like his appearance, all the words that he uttered were truly great and more 

precious than the most precious thing in the world.  Jayamalathy of Yellow team was there to 

give away her feedback. It was my responsibility to thank him as well as Mrs. Lekshmi 

(Technician) who had taught us the importance of questioning. They also taught us that never 

look back even though you fail.  

                 We then ran towards the optics lab, where Shri. Solomn was waiting patiently for us. 

The lab was completely surrounded with lens and other components. It was hard to find a 

window, so that the light ray does not spread out. He gave a brief view on Optics. Optics is the 

branch of physics which involves the behavior and properties of light, including its interactions 

with matter and the construction of instruments that use or detect it. Optics usually describes 

the behavior of visible, ultraviolet, and infrared light. He enquired the various laws of reflection. 

The law of reflection states that  

A good Questioner 



I. The incident ray, the reflected ray, and the normal to the surface of the mirror all lie in 

the same plane.  

II. The angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. 

                   He questioned us the direction in which a light travels. The light travels in a straight 

line. But he stated that a few parts of the light rays get deviated. He proved this fact with an 

experiment.  

            A red laser light was focused into a white paper which was over 5 m, away by passing it 

through different types of lens. A round spot was obtained, which denoted that the light travels 

in a straight line. In the next step, he obstructed the light by keeping a cardboard piece with a 

small hole in it. When we looked from a distance 

of about 6 m, we could see a normal red spot 

which again proved that the light travels in a 

straight line. He requested us to observe it 

closely. So each young scientist went towards the 

red spot one by one.  

         We were completely confused when we 

observed concentric circles instead of one single point. 

 

              This proved that although light travels in a straight line, a few amount of it gets 

deviated. Such kinds of technologies are used in military operations. They can be used a search 

lights to detect objects or people.  

            He then demonstrated the dispersion of light through a light prism. A prism is a piece of 
glass or any other transparent material, which is bounded by two triangular and three 
rectangular surfaces. Upon passage through the prism, the white light is separated into its 
component colors - red, orange, yellow, green, blue and violet. The separation of 
visible light into its different colors is known as dispersion. The prism used here was a grating 
prism. It had a plane surface which was covered with minute scratches which is not visible to 
the naked eye.  
                   He portrayed an Axicon lens which is used to focus and concentrate large light 
source into a single circle. A single ring of the light is made when the light rays are passed 
through this lens. This technology can be used for eye surgery when we want the light to get 
focused only to a particular part of the eye. It has a flat surface along with a sharp edge. 

Red concentric circles that we 

observed 



Miss. Aparna (Project Student) explained about a polarizer. A polarizer  is an optical filter that 

passes light of a specific polarization and blocks waves of other polarizations. It can convert a 

beam of light of undefined or mixed polarization into a beam with well-defined polarization, 

polarized light. She placed a polariser above the computer screen. We were perplexed to see 

different colors arising from it.  

We were also given an opportunity to observe a speckle. A speckle pattern is 

an intensity pattern produced by the mutual interference of a set of wave fronts. This 

phenomenon has been investigated by scientists since the time of Newton, but speckles have 

come into prominence since the invention of the laser and have now found a variety of 

applications. Speckle patterns typically occur in diffuse reflections of monochromatic light such 

as laser light. Such reflections may occur on materials such as paper, white paint, rough 

surfaces, or in media with a large number of scattering particles in space, such as airborne dust 

or in cloudy liquids. 

                    Mr. Solomn mentioned about radio waves. Radio waves are a type of 

electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum longer than 

infrared light. Radio waves have frequencies from 300 GHz to as low as 3 kHz, and 

corresponding wavelengths ranging from 1 millimeter (0.039 in) to 100 kilometers (62 mi). The 

cell phones use radio waves which travel at a speed of 3×108 m/s.  

              The final session of the study at this lab had arrived. Miss. Nayana of yellow team spoke 
the feedback. We also thanked all the faculties of 
this laboratory: 

 Shri. Solomn 
 Mr. Harikrishnan (Project Student) 
 Mrs. Remya (Lab Tutor) 
 Mr. Pramod Panchai (Project Student) 
 Dr. Nandan Singh Bisht (Guest faculty) 
 Miss. Aparna (Project Student) 
 Mr. Rajesh (Project Student) 
 Mr. Deepak (Project Student) 

                    Our legs carried us to the Modern 
Physics Laboratory, where Mr. Anujit (Project Student) explained us the works that takes place 
in this laboratory. This lab was completely surrounded by machines and large machines. Highly 
charged machines are used here to study about molecule/ matter. Everything surrounding the 
Earth is filled with molecules. It is important to study on the working and behavior of a 
molecule. This laboratory is useful in the study of molecule and its characteristics. 

 He pointed out a large and long machine which is used to break up the molecule so that the 

scientists could study about it in a detailed manner. He named it as Ionic Beam Parallel Plate. 

This machine is a combination of many small instruments, which together does a particular job 

and then passes the molecule to the next part. The first part that he pointed out was a large 



chamber, where the molecules are broke up to study. The air present inside the machine is 

ejected out completely with the help of a Turbos. Vacuum is created. This process does not take 

place under the influence of air, as the molecule may combine with the air to form other 

products. A charged molecule is inserted into the machine and it is then accelerated. Laser 

beams are made to hit the molecule so that it breaks away. The color of the laser is tunable i.e. 

any color like red, green, blue etc. Light is bounced on the molecule and depending on the 

amount of light bounced back; the nature of the molecule could be identified. The data 

obtained can be used to create graphs in the computer.  

                  He portrayed the detector. It looks like a large vessel with electric field on its both 

sides. The particles take up a parabolic path inside the detector. The positive and negatively 

charged particle gets attracted to the electric field on the sides of the detector, whereas the 

neutral substance moves straight. We enquired about the best laser that could be used for this 

study. He stated that, laser light with less wavelength is equipped with large amount of energy 

in it. Blue is considered to be the best laser, as it has the ability to even break up strong bonds 

like the electrovalent and covalent bonds. The light has energy of about 6 nano pulse. 3 to 4 

megawatts of electricity is used by each part of this machine.  

 

                                                               = 

 

                We asked him about the type of molecule used in it. He answered that any type of 

molecules can be used, including bio molecule. I queried him that how can we identify that the 

molecule had broken. When one specific light is sent into the machine another light comes out 

denoting that the molecule had broke completely. He gave two sentences about Spectroscopy. 

Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction between matter and electromagnetic radiation. 

Historically, spectroscopy originated through the study of visible light dispersed according to its 

wavelength, by a prism. Shri. Solomn too explained a lot of facts about the laboratory. I was 

awarded with the chance to convey my feedback. After thanking all the staffs and faculties 

present there, we moved out of this lab. 

                    The time was past 1:00 am. Shri. Solomn had advised us to proceed to lunch break 
as most of us were feeling tiresome. We walked towards the canteen which took almost over 5 
minutes. During this spare time I had an interactive session with Er. L. Muthu. He conveyed his 
experience at ISRO. He had been a part of ISRO, since the first launch of SLV lll. He had worked 
at Vikram Sarabhai Space Center located at Thiruvananthapuram, ISRO at Mahendragiri and as 
the Deputy Director of ISRO, Valiamala over a time period of about 2 years. He had been an 
inspiration to a lot of future generations like us. He imparted knowledge as well as moral values 
to the future India. He stated that the present generation can be described as the third 

Wavelength Energy 



generation. A lot of new and innovative techniques have been found these days with the help 
of foundation laid by the older but energetic people like him. We the young scientists of KAP 
are much great full for his presence and also for all the values he had imparted upon us. After a 
healthy and delicious lunch we walked back to the seminar hall. It was to our surprise that Shri. 
Velaian stated that Dr. K.S Dasgupta (Director, IIST) would attend this prestigious gathering and 
would bless the programme with his words. We ran as fast as our legs could carry as, but also 
enjoyed the beauty if this institute.  
                  Both the sides were covered with trees. This institute was blessed as it receives water 
in all seasons due to the presence of a reservoir. A check dam was present here. But still in 
some parts the plants looked dry. Different types of birds added more to the beauty of this 
foundation. The road was developed and was located in a higher platform. There were security 
guards protecting each and every block of this institute. It is rarest of the rare opportunities, if I 
get a chance to study in a situation like this. We entered the seminar hall and then took our 
positions. We were instructed to sit team wise. Shri. Velaian insisted me to call a volunteer to 
come over to the dais for delivering the overall feedback. Siddharth of Maroon team had the 
guts to come forward to sum the events that took place here in this institute.  
                                 He started from the right beginning of this programme from the lecture given 
Dr. Sudeesh till the study at the Modern Physics Laboratory. His way of speech attracted us a 
lot. He truly had the ability of observation, as he was able to sum up most of the points. His 
cuteness and sound too was a major factor that attracted most of us to him. He stated the 
entire qualities that he gained through the events that took place till date. Soon the Director 
entered into the foyer. We all stood up to illustrate our respect towards him. Although holding 
such a great position, he looked as a simple and polite man. His dressing was as ordinary as a 
common man. He asserted to Siddharth to carry on his speech. We noticed that his eyes were 
staring at Siddharth which meant that he was very much attracted by the word articualted by 
my friend Siddharth.  
                                As soon as he finished his feedback, he was called up by the director. The first 
question that he raised to Siddharth was – “When are you coming to this institute?” 
              We noticed the perplex in his face. After thinking for a while he replied – “After 12th” 
Dr. K.S Dasgupta commanded him that he should come here, as this is the apt place for his 
future. He received a whole lot of applause from all the distinguished present at that moment 
including the officials of KAP. Then I carried on to my responsibility – Anchoring the session. 
               I started by stating the KAP activities till date. Then I welcomed the chief guest Dr. K.S 
Dasgupta over to the meeting. I mentioned some facts about this personality. Dr. K.S Dasgupta 
took over as the second director of IIST in December 2010. Prior to this, he was holding the post 
of director, Development & Educational Communication Unit DECU-ISRO since March ’08 and 
also holding the post of Deputy Director –SNPA (SatCom Navigation Payload Area) of Space 
Application Center, Ahmadabad. He joined the Indian Space Research Organization in 1974. As 
the director, he led a group of engineers, producers, social research scientists who were 
involved in design, configuration and installation of EDUSAT Tele-education and Tele-medicine 
network, content generation for Tele education and science mission. We were hallowed to 
have a personality like him in our midst. I also requested the members of Maroon team to 
honor and welcome him with a rose. Even in the photo session he called up Siddharth to stand 
up near him as he had captured him a lot.   



Er. L. Muthu was the next personality that I greeted. He had served at VSSC, Mahendragiri and 
Valiamala. He is truly an inspiration for us. Later on I welcomed the nucleus of KAP, Shri. 
Mullanchery M. Velaian who guides us through the most perfect road. It was my pleasure to 
welcome all other officials and volunteers of KAP, and the faculties of IIST. Soon we lend our 
hears to listen the words of Dr. K.S Dasgupta. 
              The first word that he conveyed was a token of appreciation to all the young scientists 
in whom he could see the spirit of future generation. He valued our energy level and interest. 
He welcomed us in a grand manner and also thanked us for teaching them a lot. He once again 
appreciated the pride of KAP, Mr. Siddharth. He highlighted about the aim of this institute. This 
establishment captures the young people and trains them to serve the motherland India. IIST 
has also deployed a branch of it at schools to coach the bright stars much brighter. The students 
were given chance to interact with students here and to learn more. The institute management 
has introduced a mobile van which reaches out the unreachable. The 3rd and 4th year students 
go to different villages to teach and also to gain. He advised us to be a part of this institute as it 
will give an assurance for our future. If the young generation is developed then it sure that India 
would be developed. He wished for our success. It was only because of the grace of God that 
we were able to hear the great motivating words of Dr. K.S Dasgupta. The podium was then 
handed over to Er. L. Muthu: 
               He said that we were lucky to get opportunities like this, to step into the soil of IIST and 
to study a lot from this institute. He advised us to use the opportunities given by KAP wisely. He 
appreciated IIST, who gave the young scientists a wonderful chance which they never expected. 
The university develops our self. Give back to the society what we learnt. He conveyed his deep 
words of love to Dr. K.S Dasgupta for spending his valuable moments with us. We thanked Er. L. 
Muthu whose words penetrated our soul.  
         We together thanked the back bone of this institute, Dr. K.S Dasgupta who had given us 
some unforgettable moments to cherish off. We continued with our study session. The first 
destination that we walked towards was the hi-tech laboratory of this institute. Dr. Rajendran 
(Chief Consultant, Library). He was truly an interesting personality. A grand welcome was given 
to us by him at the reception. He gave a brief view on this library along with a display system in 
the main entrance. The entrance was adorned with a full portrait of Missile man of India–“Dr. 
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam”. There was a display system with over 16 database. This library comes 
under a category of Digital library. The mission and vision of this library is – ‘Support Teaching, 
Learning and Research’. He explained about the library along with its structure and design. 

 The lower basement (Reference books) 
 The upper basement (Text books and magazines) 
 Ground floor 
 First Floor (Printing) 
 Second floor 
 Third Floor 

        We were soon divided into two groups. One went along with Dr. Rajendran and the other 
with Shri. Abdu Naseer (Lab Officer).  
            I was a part of the group which went along with Shri. Abdu Naseer. We were carried to 
the first floor of this block. He explained in brief about the books in this library. This library 
consists of a six storey building with over 10,000 books. The books here were arranged based 



on subjects. It is directly linked with a computer. Books can be searched in the computer on the 
base of authors, names etc.  A computer software named Koha is used which keeps in track of 
the books taken. It gives the entire details on the books present here. He had a glance at the 
Xerox hall. Mr. Shiji (Graphic Designer) was in charge of this part of library. He displayed some 
pamphlets prepared and distributed by this institute. The printing works are done under his 
guidance. He along with Mrs. Mini displayed the printers here. The print limit in normal printers 
is about 1 paper per 1 minute. Highly modernized printers are used here which prints about 100 
papers per minute. He stated the different kinds of printers. 

o Dot Matrix 
o Inkjet 
o Tank 
o Laser 

       Laser printers are widely used as the chance for errors are very low and the printing speed 
is high. We were taken up to the top most floor, from where we had a glance of the Ponmudi 
hills of the Western Ghats. Book banks are functioning here. Book bank refers to certain books 
which are issued to the students at the beginning of the year/ semester and then must be 
returned back to the library. Most of the books were related to space science and technology. 
“Over 13 books were issued to each student each year” – he conversed. 
     A detailed study at this library had come to an end. It was the first time that KAP was given 
permission to visit the library over the past 4 years. Siddharth was awarded with a chance to 
deliver the feedback once again. After thanking him, we then steered towards the Department 
of Earth and Space Science.  
We were again divided into two groups and sent to the two branches of the department. I first 
went into the Earth/ Science Laboratory. Dr. Rajesh .V.J (Assistant Professor) soon arrived at 
the spot to take a lecture on Moon: Origin and Evaluation. Geology is an earth science 
comprising the study of solid Earth, the rocks of which it is composed, and the processes by 
which they change. Geology can also refer generally to the study of the solid features of 
any celestial body (such as the geology of the Moon or Mars). 
        The first question that he raised to us was about the characteristics of Moon. We listed out 
some peculiar features of this celestial body like: 

 Craters 
 Phases 
 Non-luminous surface                                                                                      etc. 

He differentiated the darker and near sides of the moon: 
 

 Near side Far side 

 Less craters More craters 

 Darker portions Less darker 

 More dark rocks Less dark rocks 

 Presence of Iron and Magnesium Calcium is present more 

 

There are different rocks present in the surface of the moon which gives it different colors. 
Before millions of years, the Earth was just a molten material. The temperature was very high. 



Slowly the temperature reduced. The lighter materials came up and the denser materials went 
down. This is the reason why the crust is very thin whereas the core is very dense. The pressure 
and the density increases as we move from the crust to core. He listed down the minerals 
present in each layer of the Earth. 

 Crust – Silica 
 Mantle – Have a high ratio of Magnesium and small proportion of Aluminum.  
 Core – Iron, Nickel   

               The Earth has a very strong magnetic field. Each planet is made of layers like the Crust, 
Mantle and Core. The density of each layer varies in different planets. The Universe originated 
about 13-15 billion years ago. The Earth is a young planet and originated before 4.5 billion 
years. The planets gains heat through three main steps. They are: 

 Accretion 
 Differentiation 
 Radioactivity 

                  Accretion and Differentiation occurs at the beginning of the formation of the planet 
whereas radioactivity occurs along the entire lifespan of the planet. The Earth cooled off 
through three main steps. They are 

 Conduction 
 Convection 
 Eruptions 

           The Earth losses heat through the 
ordinary methods of conduction and 
convection. The internal heat of the Earth 
reduces, when the volcanic eruptions occur, 
spitting out the hot molten lava. Other 
planets are termed as passive planets 
because they have already lost the entire 
heat from their interior part. Earth is described as Active Planet as it has hot magma in it. He 
laid the difference between a small planet like Mercury and a big planet like Earth. 

 Mercury Earth 

 No atmosphere Thick Atmosphere 

 No heat source within the planet Internal heat present 

 Old surface Young surface 

 No magnetic field A magnetic field is present 

 

The change in planets takes place as the atmosphere interacts with the land. The internal force 
of a planet cause volcanic eruptions and Tectonics. The external force causes Impact catering 
and Erosion. 
Formation of Moon: 
               There has been no proper evidence in the formation of moon. But the leading theory is 
the Giant Impact Hypothesis. He displayed a video of how moon was formed. A mars size 
celestial Body collided with the Earth. A large part of the Earth broke and drifted away. It was 



then captured by the Gravitational Force of the Earth and thus rotates around our planet. 
Surface characteristics of the brighter part of the moon: 

 Mountains 

 Craters 

 Plain land 

 High land                                                                                                      etc. 
The farther sides are very much dark filled with Marias. These are large flows 
of basaltic lava that correspond to low-albedo surfaces covering nearly a third of the near 
side. He portrayed the prime meridian of the moon, and also the North Pole and South Pole, in 
which it is believed that water exists here. Moon too formed about 4.5 billion years ago. The 
highlands of the moon originated about 4.4 billion years ago. Anthracite was found in the 
surface of the moon which is rich in Calcium and Basalt. The Marias is also the low lying part of 
the moon.  
           Asteroids present between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars sometimes deviate from their 

orbit and rush towards the moon. When these asteroids hit the surface of the moon, a crater 

occurs and the particles of its surface break up also forming Ejecta. Ejecta are small broken part 

of the Moon, from where the lava flows out. Depending upon the brightness of the craters, we 

could easily determine the age of the craters. If the craters are bright, they are termed as young 

craters. If it is dark, it is called as old craters.  

      Slope slumping takes place in the surface of Moon, when it is affected by a Crater. When an 

asteroid attacks the planet surface, the pressure cause shockwaves and makes holes in the 

planet, which leads till the core. The lava flows out and then occupies the regions. Rapid cooling 

also takes place due to which they are very smooth. A large scale bombardment occurred 

millions of year ago. Asteroid collision with a planet had become less in these years.  

           Rillers are long, deep channel that runs through the Maria that are thought to be the 
leftover lava. The frozen lava gets stored leading to the formation of Rillers. Scientists believe 
that they are a good site of habitat. It has a protective layer around and the inner part is hollow 
making life possible.  
           He showed an image in which it is proven that most of the landings took place in the 
Marias as it is the smoother part of the landscape. The collision of asteroids imposed Iridium 
isotope, a poisonous and harmful substance. The volcanic activities produce iridium and if 
inhaled harms the human life. The craters hit the surface of the moon mainly due to the action 
of gravity. Millions of years ago, Mercury and Venus was also active planet and had volcanoes in 
it. Now it had become a passive planet. Igneous rocks which are formed due to cooling of the 
molten lava are also found in moon.  
      The planets and some other celestial bodies are filled with hot liquid substance deep in their 
surface. This heat affects some materials like rocks present in the layer of core and mantle. It 
melts down. The pressure develops a crack in the crust and thus melted substance comes out 
as lava. They form into fine grain and then to the solid state of rocks. Moon has partially molten 
rocks within the mantle and core. When craters affect the planet, the shockwaves creates crack 
in which this molten rock comes out and then solidifies due to the fall in temperature. His 



presentation gave us a detailed view on the geographical features of Moon as well as the Earth. 
He also found time to clear our doubts. He then took us to view the different rock samples 
collected by this institute. Mr. Ratho, Mr. Venkatesh and Miss. Thegishree explained about 
these rock samples. They displayed Magnesite, Gypsum, Graphite etc which were collected 
from Thiruchirapalli. 

o Magnesite is a mineral with the chemical formula MgCO3 (magnesium carbonate). 
Mixed crystals of iron(II) carbonate and Magnesite (mixed crystals known as ankerite) 
possess a layered structure: monolayers of carbonate groups alternate with magnesium 
monolayers as well as iron(II) carbonate monolayers. Manganese, cobalt and nickel may 
also occur in small amounts. 

o Gypsum is a soft sulfate mineral composed of calcium sulfate dehydrate, with 

the chemical formula CaSO4·2H2O. It is widely mined and is used as a fertilizer, and as 

the main constituent in many forms of plaster, blackboard chalk and wallboard. A 

massive fine-grained white or lightly tinted variety of gypsum, called alabaster, has been 

used for sculpture by many cultures including Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Ancient 

Rome, Byzantine Empire and the Nottingham alabasters of medieval England. It is the 

definition of a hardness of 2 on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness. It forms as 

an evaporate mineral and as a hydration product of anhydrite. He stated that some type 

of Gypsum can be acidic, but becomes neutral with the addition of clay.  

o Graphite archaically referred to as Plumbago, is a crystalline form of carbon, 

a semimetal, a native element mineral, and one of the allotropes of carbon. Graphite is 

the most stable form of carbon under standard conditions. Therefore, it is used in 

thermo-chemistry as the standard state for defining the heat of formation of carbon 

compounds. Graphite may be considered the highest grade of coal, just 

above anthracite and alternatively called meta-anthracite, although it is not normally 

used as fuel because it is difficult to ignite. 

           He shocked us by stating a fact that rocks similar to that of Moon was recently found 
from Sitampundi and Salem thus adding to the Giant Impact Theory. There were also some 
decorative rocks. Oysters, in which pearls could be found, attracted us a lot. He listed the four 
main types of coal: 

 Peat 
 Lignite 
 Anthracite 
 Bituminous 

            Fossilized stones were also found. There was a separate section of rocks with fossils of 
vertebrates and invertebrates. We also had a view of metallic iron which had a brownish red 
color and also had a great weight. Although Tiruchi is not located near sea, the scientists have 
found certain rock types which could be only found in the seas from Tiruchi. This means that 
once upon a time, Tiruchi was under the sea. We glanced at Sulfur. 

o Elemental sulfur occurs naturally as the element (native sulfur), but most commonly 

occurs in combined forms as sulfide and sulfate minerals. Being abundant in native 



form, sulfur was known in ancient times, being mentioned for its uses in ancient India, 

ancient Greece, China, and Egypt. 

         He explained about Mica and Iron which was mined out from Therani at Andhra Pradesh. 
He pointed out Calcite, Silicon, Quartz, Amethyst, Rosy quartz etc. There was a vast collection 
of different types of rocks and minerals. He portrayed a certain type of rock which had few 
traces of water trapped in it. We very lucky to see rocks that would produce VIBGYOR Colors 
while reflection from white sunlight.  
             Calcite is a carbonate mineral and the most stable polymorph of calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3). The other polymorphs are the minerals Aragonite and Vaterite. Aragonite 
will change to calcite at 380–470 °C, and Vaterite is even less stable. 
            Quartz is the second-most-abundant mineral in Earth's continental crust, after feldspar. 
Its crystal structure is a continuous framework of SiO4 silicon–oxygen tetrahedral, with each 
oxygen being shared between two tetrahedral, giving an overall chemical formula of SiO2. 
             Amethyst is a violet variety of quartz often used in jewelry. The name comes from 
the Ancient Greek, a reference to the belief that the stone protected its owner 
from drunkenness. The ancient Greeks wore amethyst and made drinking vessels decorated 
with it in the belief that it would prevent intoxication. It is one of several forms of quartz. 
Amethyst is a semiprecious stone and is the traditional birthstone for February. 
       We were truly blessed to have a study at this department, as it had added on to our existing 
knowledge. It was the first time that we saw such a vast collection of different types of rocks, 
from our small state of Tamil Nadu. Most of us were adamant to spend few times more in this 
lab to study more. As the time was running fast, we moved to the Remote Sensing Laboratory. 
Smt. Ramya (Reader, Remote Sensing), gave a wonderful and educative lecture on Satellites.  
“Eye in Space” – Satellites 
                   Remote sensing can be defined as the scanning of the earth by satellite or high-flying 
aircraft in order to obtain information about it. Satellites are sent up very high mainly to study 
about: 

o Land Resources  
o Mapping 
o Remote Sensing 
o Space and universe 
o Oceans 

                 Satellites are equipped with sensors which are used to sense and collect data about 
the planet or any other celestial body that they are observing. They use electromagnetic 
radiations to transfer information. We are able to see the area around us due to the reflection 
of light from the Sun. She started with the history of satellites. Hot air balloon was prominent 
during the ancient time. People used to send cameras and other objects attached to a hot air 
balloon or kite which captures a wide scale image which are beyond the limits of our eyes. 
Pigeons were also trained so that cameras can be attached in them to take photos. After the 
invention of aero planes and rockets were used to capture such images. And finally, the latest 
technology was used for the development of satellites, which goes into the space to provide us 
knowledge about the entire universe. Satellites see beyond the visible region. The images sent 
by the satellite is collected and then processed to get a detailed view.  



              Her words gave us a brief overview on Satellite technology. Later on we were split upon 

into three team and then went along with the three officials who showed us satellite images of 

Chennai which was taken in 1991 and 2014. I accompanied Miss. Arthia Ishwarya who made us 

clear about satellite processing.  

             She exhibited the image taken by a satellite on 1991 of Chennai. Most of the areas were 
covered completely with Vegetation. She applied False Color Composit to extract the 
vegetation area and human coverage. She had also used different color to easily identify the 
part of these territories. The Sion color represented the Buildings whereas the green 
represented the vegetation. The white color represented inland water bodies and the blue 
presented the large water bodies like sea and ocean. Using different computer settings, she 
extracted the percentage of land from the image of 1991, which comes under different 
parameters like land, water, vegetation and settlements. 

 Settlement – 26% 
 Land – 0.001% 
 Water – 1.624% 
 Vegetation – 37% 

                  Later she demonstrated the image of Chennai taken by a satellite in 2014. This image 
baffled us as most of the vegetation was lost and settlements increased. She again processed 
the image with different color so that the data could be easily extracted. The statistics we 
received were shocking one: 

o Water bodies – 1.48% 
o Vegetation – 35.63% 
o Settlement – 28.5% 

                      These statistics have proven that the city is developing but destroying its natural 
resources. Settlements have experienced a rapid increase; however the percentage of water 
bodies and vegetations went down. She stated the advantages of using such technology to 
study the Earth. 
               The remote sensing satellite helps us to plan further about the environment as well as 
developments. They can be also used for rescue operations, aviation etc. Space Technology 
represents the development of countries and also their strength. Before going back, I had 
received a wonderful opportunity to talk with Dr. Murugesh (Associate Professor & Head, 
Physics Department). Although he occupied such a large position, he was very simple in mind 
and appearance. We felt independent to talk to him freely. The time was past 4:00 pm. We 
went to our final study session, at the Space Observatory. 
           We climbed steps to reach the top most part of the building. Here too, we were 
separated into groups to conduct a study. A grand view was obtained from this top part. We 
were able to see the entire campus of this institute. We observed the different mountain 
ranges surrounding the campus. The observatory was using solar panels to run the electronic 
instruments inside it. The telescopes were located inside a large white dome with adjustable 
opening. We were instructed to remove our shoes before entering into the observatory.  
            Shri. Gym was very much eager to explain us about the telescopes used here. There were 
a computerized automatic telescope as well as a manually operated telescope present here. He 



explained the components of the manually operated telescopes. There is a big lens located at 
the front part and a small lens at the back portion. The front lens catches the light and then 
focuses at the back. There are also small lens located at the front which enables us to see. It is 
about 14 inch. 
                  The Newtonian Telescope which is about 18 inch makes use of Mirrors instead of 
lens, for reflection. The plain mirror takes out the light through the sides. Telescopes with lens 
are generally larger than telescopes that use mirrors. Light travels 3 times longer in manually 
operated telescopes to get a proper a developed image. An interesting study at the lab had 
come to an end. It was a great experience learning about the different types of Telescopes 
including the Newtonian Telescopes which was first developed and used by Sir. Isaac Newton. 
           The time was past 4:45 pm. The conclusion had arrived. We had a small tea break and 
then assembled for the concluding session. I addressed the gathering. It was a great and 
interesting meeting. It was described as the rarest of rare opportunities and moments as we 
were peek over through the walls of this institute. Shri. Velaian welcomed the guest of this 
session, Dr. Murugesh to verbalize for few moments. 
Dr. Murugesh appreciated the young scientist who had a great interest in learning new facts. He 
also appreciated the officials of KAP, who strives hard for the well fare of the nation by 
developing the future generations. He advised us to enroll in universities and institutes like this 
to make sure that our future and the country’s future would be secure. He mentioned some of 
the courses offered here: 

 Aerospace 
 B. Tech 
 Aviation 
 Engineering 
 Physics 
 Astronomy 
 BSc 
 MSc 

He wished a good luck for our future and also to excel in every field with brightness.  
Shri. Velaian took over the final session. He conversed about tomorrow’s meeting, Arivial Tamil 
Muzhakam, which would take place at Chitharal, on the footsteps of the famous Chitharal Hill 
Temple. He commanded on to send the research topics within the end of February 20, 2016. He 
highlighted about the evaluation programme that would take place on February 6, 2016. He 
recalled us about the Report presentation and thanks letter. He dragged our attention on the 
meet at Maria College of Engineering, Attoor on February 20 at grand meet at Bangalore within 
February 29, 2016. We all are eagerly waiting for these days to arrive. He once again thanked 
the Director, Dr. K.S. Dasgupta and also to Shri. Chandrasekhar who works here as a Registrar. 
He had arranged all the facilities that we guys enjoyed. Siddharth was dragged in to deliver the 
formal vote of thanks. The clock ticked quickly past 5:15 pm. 
                     With a lot of unforgettable memories were slowly moved into the bus and got ready 
for the journey back. These days in KAP would surely be a part of memories of the young 
scientists in their entire life time. We all enjoyed our journey back. Trivandrum was still rushy in 
the evening. Er. L. Muthu got down from the bus at Trivandrum. After a drive of about 45 
minutes within the city we got into the NH47. However this road was more rushy than the usual 



times. Areas around Balaramapuram and Neyattinkara were the busiest. The bus hardly moved 
above 35 kms. The red team members had a quick meet on the discussion on the research topic 
and case study. Our parents were waiting patiently at Marthandam and Nagercoil. Shri. Johnson 
entertained us all in the bus. We never felt that the time was running slowly. By 8:00 pm, we 
had reached Marthandam. Our parents were very happy to see us back. Their joy knew no 
bounds. Shri. Mullanchery M. Velaian, Shri. Joohn Rabi kumar, Shri. Gopalan and Shri. Johnson 
Mrs. Rekha and Mrs. Babitha got down at Marthandam. Shri. Balakrishnan accompanied the 
students whose destination point is Nagercoil. After bidding farewell to all the dignitaries I 
moved towards my sweet home.  
                This meeting can be described as one of the turning point in my experience in KAP. The 

way in which other organizations respect KAP is truly wonderful. The knowledge that we gained 

was sporadic. All the concepts were understood by us much in a detailed manner than what we 

gain in our schools. Physics, which was at the beginning Greek to us, was very easy now. Study 

session about the formation of moon in the Geology department and at the Observatory was 

one of the highlighted part. We never thought that we would meet personalities like Dr. K.S 

Dasgupta and Dr. Murugesh, who holds high position at this institute. This would not have been 

possible without the kind support all the volunteers of KAP and also to the Almighty God! 

THANK YOU KAP!!!                  THANK YOU GOD!!!  

 

2.NAYANA K NAIR  

YELLOW TEAM 

Life is too short to start your day with broken pieces of yesterday; it will 

definitely destroy your wonderful today and ruin your great tomorrow. 

       The journey with the KAP family provided an opportunity to visit (IIST) Indian 

Institute of Space Science and Technology, Valiamala.  It was not an ordinary 

dream that had materialized but one of the greatest life time opportunity to all 

the young scientists. We were very excited to visit an institution with something 

related to „SPACE‟. As everyone was curious and didn‟t want to  miss this golden 

chance, the parents and the young scientist were in time to board the bus in front 

of Nesamani Christian College, Marthandam. As the clock just passed 7.00 AM, we 

all were seated inside the bus as it moved on through the busy road of Marthandam 

towards Trivandrum.      It was foggy day and we were shuddering in the frostiness 

of the nature. It was a flawless day and with fervour to visit IIST we were 

impatiently waiting for the bus to reach at the spot. 



 After having a voyage of about 2 hours and crossing many trees and building we 

reached our target site IICPT, Valiamala. First of all we had our breakfast at an 

eatery there.  After having the breakfast we moved on to the seminar hall of 

IIST.  

There we met Dr. Sudeesh and he made us to understand the basics of calculations 

using programming  in research.    He first gave an introduction about the 2 types 

of research in physics which was experimental and the other theoretical.  He also 

introduced a new word in physics that was „quantum mechanical theory‟. Then he 

said that computers can be used for many purposes and a calculation which human 

takes about 20 years to solve, computers can solve it within 1 hour. We can use 

them for even learning purpose but the one of the important advantage is we can 

use them in animations and processing.   

He with a help of a program and with an example of a car showed the physics 

behind a simple car. He also added that we should know about plotting and 

analysing. He then taught us about 

• Constant 

• Motion with a  constant acceleration 

• acceleration 

• velocity 

• speed, distance and time 

• calculating velocity 

• Newton‟s equation of motion 

He also added that although acceleration is same speed can change and if speed is 

in the position of „0‟ position will not change but if acceleration is „0‟ the car can 

move with a changing speed and position.  

Then he focussed on to the topic projectile motion. He explained about maximum 

range and height and this time he took a ball as an example.  With a help of a 

program he made us understand this. He first calculated the measures we say and 

made us understand about the rights and wrongs. So by this we without any type of 

boring, by example cleared our doubts and he solved all those too. The experiments 

made to find out the maximum height at which a ball can be thrown are. 

• angle 45 degree we get 0.637 metres 

• angle 50degree we get 0.748 metres 

• angle 70 degree we get 1.13 metres 

• angle 88 degree we get 1.26 metres 

• angle 90 degree we get 1.30 metres 

From this we could understand that at an angle 90 degree an object can be thrown 

to  a maximum height.  



Then we calculated the maximum range at which one can throw a ball. 

With an experiment we could state that angle 45 degree was the maximum range 

and the experiments were 

• angle 50 degree we get 2.51 metres 

• angle 47 degree we get 2.54 metres 

• angle 45 degree we get 2.55 metres 

• angle 42 degree we get 2.53 metres 

• angle 40 degree we get 2.52 metres 

• angle 20 degree we get 1.64 metres 

Now from these experiments we could understand that 

 Maximum height at which one can throw an object = 90 degree 

Maximum range at which on can throw a ball = 45 degree 

He also added that we could do this calculation analogically too with a paper and 

pen and then went to the theme of time dilation. He said that light is the fastest 

thing in the world. He further explained about theory of relativity, and made us to 

understand that time of a person in the rocket will be different than of a person in 

earth. He also described that with a calculation by a program as if a clock is 

connected to a rocket and in earth. As the rocket moves some distance and then 

stops the time in the earth is more than in rocket. This is because, a rocket is 

travelling comparable to the speed of the light that is 3*10^3meter/sec. He also 

added that we don‟t know ones biological system but this calculation was true. With 

this he concluded. The main concept in this presentation was time relativity and we 

also got many experimental ideas from his presentation. Then we left for a short 

tea break. 

“TO FIND YOURSELF, THINK FOR YOURSELF.” 

-SOCRATES. 

After the tea break we had our next part lab study. We were divided into  in 3 

groups and were taken to separate labs. 

First our group went for a Solid state technology lab. There Dr.Jinesh explained us 

about the lab. He said that as the name suggests here only solid states are tested. 

The technologies used now are polluting the environment. So we can secure our air 

from being polluted by using solar cells as they do not emit gases nor they will 

pollute the atmosphere. I t was also very useful for the future. Then he said about 

transistors and memory. He also said that there are 1000s of transistors are used 

in a single phone and computers and this was the reason why we can store vast 

amount of  memory in them.  



Then our eyes were directed on to a microscope. He also explained about that. It 

was a Scanning Tunnelling Microscope. He told that it was used to see the smallest 

thing in the world, that was atom and he also explained about its function.  

          This microscope consists of a small tip and a plate. The sample is kept too 

close to the tip but not touching. As it is kept too close, the electrons will jump in 

to the sample creating some current and it will scan the sample. The scanning was 

also different. First it will complete one row and at the end jump down and from 

that side again it scans one row and moves a step down. We were also shown the 

images of scanned atoms of carbon and polythene. 

“THE IMPORTANT THING IN SCIENCE  IS NOT SO MUCH TO OBTAIN NEW 

FACTS AS TO DISCOVER NEW WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT THEM” 

~WILLIAM LAWRENCE 

Then we moved on to a large hall where we met Dr.Umesh, a very friendly person 

with a long hair. He said in a very simple manner and motivated us to ask more 

question. He also quoted the words “A GOOD QUESTION IS MORE IMPORTANT 

THAN AN ANSWER”. He first of all said that he was about 10,00,00,00,000 years 

old. We were surprised. As we asked him he said that our body is made of many 

atoms and they were formed these much years ago. He also added that our 

universe is formed roughly before these much years. Then he pointed out a 

question “what makes human different from other living organisms?” Many gave 

many answers but the correct answer was that they were the only organism which 

will try to find answers. They have curiosity to find. So a good human being must be 

more curious and should make many questions. He also with his simple equipments 

gave us an activity to, make some questions and we made it.  He also said that good 

scientists will also make many questions and he was a detector. He also absorbs 

everything.  At last he said that many experiments are being carried around us all 

the time. Think and learn from experiment. We should also ask questions our self. 

With this he concluded and this was a wonderful lecture and we could not feel 

tired of hearing this as it was in such an interesting manner. 

          Then we went to the optics lab. There we met Dr. Solomon who explained 

about that lab. He first recalled about what we had studied in our school related to 

light. There we could see a small light which was created by an experiment. We 

were also asked to say our observation after looking the circle closer. It looked 

something like a nucleus with circles rounded in red colour.  He rose up a question 



if the objective that light travels in a straight line is true then how it can be 

occurred? It should form only a circle is not it? They were confusing but he said 

that what we have learned is true but there will be variations like this too. He 

defined it as a magic of lights. Then he mentioned about dispersion and we were 

also shown a glass when looked in a white light splits into 7. Then Mr.Rajeesh also 

had something special for us. He showed the light which when passed into a lens 

with a sharp edge created hollow circles with an outline. He also said that this 

method can be used in eye surgery too. Then we had something unbelievable by 

Mrs.Aparna. When she kept a lens over a strip of cello tape it showed only two 

colours  black and white. Then again Mr. Solomon said about the working of cell 

phones. How a cell phone does work clearly even though it was far away from the 

towers? And the answer was that radio waves. These waves can pass on  even 

though we are locked up in a bureau that it has that much power. Then at the 

finishing we could also see mosaic painting like reflection on the sealing of the 

room when the light is off. “That was the principle behind light engineering” he 

explained.   

          With this the optics lab session was over and then we went to the modern 

physics lab.  Their Mr.Anujath was our guide. We were more focussed on one 

equipment. He said that it was an iron beam pedal with a parallel plate. We could 

clearly understood of it in a  clear manner. If we want to study about a molecules, 

we can use this.First it will eject all the air and form a vacuum. Then to check the 

strength of the molecule it was again passed to a laser and this laser can be tuned. 

This laser can also be used to detect the type of molecule and use the laser 

according to that. E.g. Blue laser was used to break heavy molecule. We were also 

given the chance to ask any doubts regarding the machinery it was cleared by him 

also. 

              Then we went for our lunch. After lunch we were again gathered in the 

seminar hall at about 2:00pm. One of the young scientist was asked to the an 

overall feedback. Sidharth of maroon team raised to that occasion and did a 

wonderful job to all our surprise.. In between Dr. Das Gupta, Director IIST joined 

us. After Mr.Sidharth‟s feedback Mr.VishnuShankar who was doing the compeering 

part gave a short introduction about him and welcomed all the notables to the dais. 

                 Then was the time for Dr. Das Gupta to give his words. He first of all 

appreciated Siddharth for giving such a flawless feedback.  He also said that he 

think that all of us were very sharp and this program should make us to be able to 

know more about science. He was very much pleased to see our great spirit and 

thanked KAP  who had brought us here.  He  mentioned that doors of IIST will be 



always opened for us if we are willing then we can enter in to this prestigious 

institute.By wishing all of us he handed over the mike back to Vishnu. 

                Mr.K.L.Muthu, Deputy Director(Rtd.), LPSC/ISRO, who was the backbone 

behind this programme was requested  to give his address. He came near the 

podium and said that we have no way of knowledge transfer. We are always 

depending upon our school only. He also said that where ever there is a chance to 

save the young minds there he will be very much happy to be  there.  He then 

concluded by saying that they are expecting more from us and don‟t make their 

hopes spoil and advised us to share our knowledge we get from there to our friends 

too.  

          The next place of visit was not a lab but marvellous library contained 

numerous volume of books. Mr.Rajendran explained us about it and the display 

board there showed the plan of that 4 storied building. It also showed its mission 

that is to support teaching, learning and research. We went to the first floor of 

the library from its ground floor. That block was entirely „land wired‟ and this was 

kept there for the connection of internet and more over wifi was also available.   

 In the 2nd floor we could find out the area used by the students either to take a 

black and white or colour copy on what they need. This area was also a place for 

printing notices or any books needed for the institution. We also could see the 

designer there who was Mr.Sanal and we were also viewed a colour copy of a page 

from the printer there and this was explained by Mr. Abdul Nazar. Then was the 

3rd floor there we could witness a book bank.  But these books are made available 

for only the students and this was used for their study purpose. At the beginning 

of the classes they could get it and at the end of their exams they could return it 

back.  

 Then we went to the remote sensing laboratory. There Mrs. Ramya was waiting for 

us to give a presentation on eyes on space. It was some thing new to hear that 

satellites are the eyes in space and its is to know more about satellites. She 

started her presentation by saying about remote sensing. Whatever we look from a 

distant area, it was remote sensing. Even if we see through a camera to a distant 

place it too was termed as remote sensing. 

Then she included about 

• Sensing of earth surface  

• Why we should observe earth from outside? 

• Natural resource monitoring 

• Changes in climate 

• Anthropogenic change and natural change 

• Surveying 



• How we could see colours 

• Electromagnetic spectrum 

• The 3 basic colours : Red, Blue and green 

• Basic concept of remote sensing 

• Spectral reflection etc. 

 

      From her presentation we could understand that there are  various resources 

for monitoring the earth or atmosphere. So they will use a code for this, to make 

colours and obtain it. Once it had automatically detected, building it will be easier 

to understand the area. 

 Then we were arranged in 3 different groups for showing a satellite image of 

Chennai and for making we understood how to arrange places. We could also find 

out the areas in it.  Now we took the Chennai‟s vegetation growth from the year 

1991 – 2014 for our study. 

            Our group had got Mrs.Remya who gave us the presentation earlier. She 

explained clearly about how to find out areas that we had only a very little doubt 

regarding it. First she had picked up the Chennai in of 1991. As she told in her 

presentationthat satellites uses a special code of numbers for identifying the 

places. She first made an idea of calculating the numbers in an area If all numbers 

are same then it was white if all are 0 then it was black likewise it can calculate all 

the major colours. Then she gone to the classification tab and grouped it. By 

grouping it made a rough calculation by turning on the specified colour to the areas 

closer. By clicking the colours she identified its class. Then again on the 

classification tab she selected classes and in that the vegetation was in class 4 so 

she selected class 4, then we could get the percentage of vegetation in whole 

Chennai and it was 38%. Then by using the same method we found out for 2014 and 

this time it was 35%. From this we could understood that the vegetation of 

Chennai in 2014 had decreased by 3% comparing to 1991 Chennai‟s situation. She 

also said that deforestation was the major reason for this and if it continues we 

could find no more vegetation in our areas too.  We were also given the chance for 

asking our doubts and it was cleared well. 

          Then we climbed up the stairs and reached the upper portion of the 

institution. Not to see the beauty of the nature but to know about telescope. 

There we met Mr. Gim who explained us about the telescope. The main important 

aim of the telescope is to see and focus on to a particular area. We were also 

allowed to see the position of mirror in the telescope. There we could see 2 types 

of telescope. 

• Newtanious telescope 



Small in size and was 14inch  

• Cassegorian telescope 

Large in size and 18 inch 

The place we stood was also like a tomb and it was so because its position can be 

changed from here. 

We met Mr.Rajesh in the earth science and ocean science laboratory. He first of 

showed many types of stones, gem stones, rocks, fossil fuels etc. It ranged from 

the commonly available gypsum, granite to the gem stone of ruby and silicon then 

graphite and many more. 

Again he gave a presentation on formation and revolution of moon. This 

presentation narrated about the formation and shaping of moon. He also included 

many short videos which helped us to understand even more about the concepts 

and it was really an amazing one. For each section he had a video and it made us 

more and more conscious about moon. He also showed many images of far sight and 

near sight view of the moon.  

He said about 

• pole white 

• change shape 

• lighter and darker area  of the moon      

 He also explained about the interior of terrestrial planet. All interior planets 

except mercury had core which was made of metal, mantle which was made of 

dense rocks and crust. We are living on the crust and the core also contains two 

more sub headings of outer core and inner core. The rigid outer layer of crust is 

called as lithosphere and part of mantle which does not deform easily. Then he said 

about accretion, differentiation, radio activity, cooling the plants, consecution, 

convention and eruption. Under the topic planetary resources, it contained sub 

heading about 

 impact crate ring 

 volcanism 

 tectonics 

 erosion 

The next was the formation of moon. About 4.8 billion Years ago a heavy particles 

attacked the earth which caused the breakdown of core and mantle.  This after 

years had turned up in to a round substance revolving around the earth. This was 

called the moon. Then he said amount lunarsurface of moon. It contained both 

highland region and low lying regions which were created by comets and meteors. 

The important features of the moon are 



 riles 

 rays 

 mares 

 highlands 

 craters 

 “the situation of the moon is like the situation of the old road” He compared. Then 

he concluded his presentation by saying about craters, old craters and also cleared 

our doubts. 

 We all gathered again at 5‟0‟ clock. Mr. Murukesan first had a short talk  

followed by Sri. Velaian. He told that “after many programmes we have selected 55 

of you as young scientist on them consume with care. Reports are very important in 

that”. He also said about the next meet and its programmes. He also added that 

everyone was developing their skills and the main aim of this programme was that. 

He then thanked all the authorities responsible for this programme and concluded 

his words with a wish that next year will be also getting a chance to be here!.The 

programme ended with national anthem  

Again we stepped in to the bus and starting our journey back to our home.  This 

programme was very informative and as I wish we could know more about space. 

But not only space, we could also gather many information and fill our brain with 

many knowledge about various other themes.I sincerely thank the organizer and 

other evaluators and most importantly the authoritieswho gave the permission to 

us for visiting the IIST, Valiamalai. This really happened to be a great day and           

I wished that we should get more and more programmes like this. 

Thank you IIST!                                          THANK YOU KAP!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


